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VISION
To be an Institution of Academic excellence with total commitment to quality education, research and improvement in human values with a holistic concern for better life, environment and society.

MISSION
To serve the society and improve quality of life by nurturing high quality talent, providing excellent academic and research environment, consultancy services and promoting dissemination of knowledge.
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Jagan Nath University promoted by Jagan Nath Gupta Memorial Educational Society was established in 2008 by Rajasthan State Legislature Act and approved by UGC under the UGC Act, 1956. The university has been accredited with Grade ‘B’ (Good) by National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) and is also member, Association of Indian Universities (A.I.U.). In a short span of time the University has gained wider recognition for its remarkable progress and is clearly emerging as one of the premier private Universities of the Nation. It has become a preferred destination in the field of higher education. The University offers undergraduate, postgraduate and Ph.D. programmes in areas like Management, Engineering, Architecture, Law, IT, Commerce, Agriculture Science, etc. through innovatively designed curricula. Our proven teaching methods and strong research orientation has ensured high levels of academic achievements. We are constantly striving for excellence by promoting free thinking and going beyond conventional methods of teaching. Our aim is to produce graduates and professionals with a sense of confidence and conviction. We tap the young talent and cast them in an appropriate mould through intensive learning programmes. While interacting with the young mind, we lay emphasis on the rigorous education, training and skill development in an inter-disciplinary context. We have well qualified and experienced faculty to act as mentors to our students. The research and outreach initiatives taken by the teaching fraternity continue to be relevant in the academic world. The publication of research papers in the leading profession journals having high impact factor speak of the quality.

Our academic programmes are equally complemented by strong industry partnership programmes like seminars, workshops, guest lectures, internships and placements. It serves the dual purpose of enhancing research expertise as well as producing professionally oriented industry ready graduates. Besides the academics, the campus offers a vibrant life and offers tremendous opportunities to students for intellectual and personal growth. Our sprawling pollution-free campus in the heart of Rajasthan is equipped with good infrastructural facilities. The University enjoys a sound reputation and is constantly working towards the goal of serving the moral and social needs of the society by imparting quality education and transforming the students into responsible citizens. I extend you all my hearty welcome to this great University.
Global boundaries are vanishing, merging people of diverse cultures, nationalities and age groups. Education is merging as the most powerful platform in the 'boundary less' world. Distance learning opens new dimensions of opportunities for students to obtain higher education without the constraint of location and time. School of Distance learning, Jagannath University, offers a chance to enhance your career and life through the quality education.

The Open and Distance Learning is a very good vehicle for motivated people who wish to enhance their qualification and skill or who wish to re-enter the work force or the education system after a break. The system is providing a great opportunity to the students from lower income group, employed work force, house-wives, dropouts and professionals who could not complete their education for several family and geographic constraints and now willing to enhance their qualifications.

The University provides opportunities to do add-on courses while pursuing regular degree or diploma and enhance skills and qualifications simultaneously to build capabilities for meaningful employment. Here, I feel proud to announce that the university is committed to hold examination on time twice a year on scheduled dates in December and June and declare results on time and The School of Distance Learning, Jagannath University has its independent website for the convenience of students. School of Distance Learning, Jagannath University is now a mark of quality education. I welcome all of you to our 'Global Campus' where latest technology, innovative teaching methodologies and quality education are blended together to create unique learning experiences.
Excellence at every step

Jagannath University, Jaipur aims as imparting quality education to students who will be shaping the future of this country and contributing to the economic growth. Armed with latest curriculum, improved teaching methodology, recruitment of an experience faculty, development of excellent infrastructure, industry interaction, having a research base in all areas of studies by harnessing Faculty of Management, Engineering & Technology, Sciences, Architecture & Planning, Information Technology, Law, Commerce and many more this University caters to varied career goals and ambitions.

Evolving with the times, the university has endowed its students and faculty with the every technical advancement, skills and attitudes so as to make them competent and enhance the quality of teaching. To reach out to any student anywhere on the globe the university has distance learning advantage through virtual classes, learning modules, webinars to help them access quality education from anywhere, anytime.

With a keen eye on quality of teaching standards this university has constantly contributed towards learning and research also making it one of the best Centre of Excellence for higher studies and research.

Upholding the core values of discipline, dedication, devotion and determination with passion, patience, positive outlook and above all faith amongst the students, it provides a student friendly environment, with updated technological inputs and latest information. Along with the right human touch and dedication to the cause of the nation and the society, Jagannath University is believes in a culture of making learning more interactive and engaging than mere textbook knowledge.

The Campus spreads more then 65 acres with dedicated transport that connects to Jaipur. Close proximity to the airport and industrial belt on Tonk Road makes it convenient. The fully Wi-Fi enabled University campus has well planned modern infrastructure and residential complex for the faculty and staff.
The Programme solidifies your base for your future business and management career goals. When it comes to quality education the School of Distance learning at Jagannath University ranks above most of its equivalents. The Programme come with a specialized curriculum with practical learning, developed in collaboration with global industry experts.

BBA is a 3-year professional undergraduate course in Business Management degree program which inculcates the understanding about the way businesses operate, and it also imparts valuable insight regarding key business functions such as: finance, human resources, information technology, economics and sales & marketing. It includes all aspects of overseeing and supervising business operations, from the point of view of management and leadership and imparts knowledge of the principles which are perfect for a career in the corporate world.

The Programme solidifies your base for your future business and management career goals. When it comes to quality education the School of Distance learning at Jagannath University ranks above most of its equivalents. The Programme come with a specialized curriculum with practical learning, developed in collaboration with global industry experts.

Career Prospects
BBA course opens up a spectrum of job opportunities in the fields of Advertising, Academic Institutes, Banking, Consultancies, Foreign Exchange, Hotel Management, Manufacturing Industry, IT and ITES, Urban infrastructure & Real Estate Management and various Government Services.

Eligibility
Completion of (10+2 level) from a recognized educational board

Duration
Duration of the course : 3 years  |  Total Semester : 6

- The above course curriculum is subject to revision as per UGC guidelines from time to time and as per industry updates.
- Student will have to submit assignments for each subject.
- Examinations carry 70% and assignments carry 30% weightage.
BCA (Bachelor of Computer Application) approved by UGC and DEB is a 3 year undergraduate degree Programme generally for students, who have done 10+2 and are interested in taking IT as a career. A degree in BCA is at par with a B.Tech / B.E degree in Computer Science or Information Technology. For a BCA aspirant, this degree would help in setting up a sound academic base for an advanced career in Computer Applications and should be able to get a job in the field of Information Technology or ITES.

BCA courses mainly comprises of subjects like Database, Networking, Data Structure, Core Programming Languages, Software Engineering, Object-oriented Programming, Web Scripting, and Development Etc. BCA courses open up opportunities for students interested in the field of computer science and information technology. BCA course curriculum is somewhat similar to a B.Tech in computer science or information technology.

Eligibility
10+2 or equivalent examination from the recognized board of school education

Duration
Minimum Duration : 3 Years | Total Semester: 6

- The above course curriculum is subject to revision as per UGC guidelines from time to time and as per industry updates.
- Student will have to submit assignments for each subject.
- Examinations carry 70% and assignments carry 30% weightage.

Career Prospects:
A number of top recruiters look for the fresher degree holders for offering an opportunity of work and BCA is one of the demanding courses under the IT sector. After the completion of the course, the student can find a job in reputed IT companies like.
Jagannath University offers 2 years Distance MBA degree Program for aspiring students under distance learning mode. The Course usually has a flexible schedule. It allows you the convenience of completing the program requirements while you continue with your professional commitments and an effective alternative path to wider opportunities to provide an efficient and less expensive education. The objective of MBA Program is to provide opportunities to improve the standard of knowledge and learning through continuing education while in employment. The course details outline the key subjects which a student will learn in each semester. The course is divided into 4 Semesters. The First two semesters starts off with fundamentals and gradually moves on to more detailed aspects of Business Management and Specialization.

Eligibility
Bachelor degree in any discipline from a recognized university

Duration
Duration of the course: 2 years | Total Semester: 4

- The above course curriculum is subject to revision as per UGC guidelines from time to time and as per industry updates.
- Student will have to submit assignments for each subject.
- Examinations carry 70% and assignments carry 30% weightage.

Career Prospects:
MBA Programme from Jagannath University, your career prospects multiply exponentially. The Student Relationship Cell is here to help connect you with opportunities, from Faculty support in Doubt clearing sessions to full-time employment and provide guidance throughout the cycles of your career. Distance learning lead to better careers and promotions through acquired skill-sets

★Specialization Would Be Offered As Per The Nomenclature of AICTE
School of Distance learning Jagannath University offers 2 years MCA Program under distance learning mode. The Course Contains latest programming languages and tools to develop better and faster applications. It is a flexible course offered by Jagannath University through distance learning mode and is best for working professionals as it is a convenient method of completing higher education parallel with the job. Students get to know more about Algorithm analysis and design, Programming in C++, Java, Fundamentals of Computer, the concept of application software system, data mining, system designing, computer network, warehousing, enterprise resource planning, web designing etc. The Course MCA syllabus is formulated to enable candidates to have a stable and prospering career in the IT industry. The course duration is of 3 years divided into 6 semesters

**Eligibility**
Passed BCA/ Bachelor Degree in Computer Science Engineering or equivalent Degree.
OR
Passed B.Sc./B.Com/ B.A. with Mathematics at 10+2 Level or at Graduation Level (with additional bridge Courses as per the norms of the concerned University.

**Duration**
Duration of the course : 2 years | Total Semester : 4

- The above course curriculum is subject to revision as per UGC guidelines from time to time and as per industry updates.
- Student will have to submit assignments for each subject.
- Examinations carry 70% and assignments carry 30% weightage

**Career Prospects:**
Lot of Job opportunities are available in the field of IT Sector. Candidates having an MCA degree may have great employment opportunities in top IT companies and top consultancy firms.
At present, with the advancement of IT & Communication systems, people with good computer application skills are highly demanded in IT sector.
The Course is indeed a smarter choice for you if you are a graduate and want to pursue professional course that saves your time and money.

PGDCA would help students to acquire both scientific and computer knowledge that covers the basics of computer science. Students get equipped with ICT Tools, C Programming, packages like Tally, Oracle – VB, Web Designing, Computer Organization, and Architecture, using C++, Soft Skills Development, Management Process, and OB, Database Management Systems, Data Structure using Java, and the Project. The Course is indeed a smarter choice for you if you are a graduate and want to pursue professional course that saves your time and money.

**Eligibility**
Bachelor degree in any discipline from a recognized University

**Duration**
As Per The Norms of Regulatory Authority

- The above course curriculum is subject to revision as per UGC guidelines from time to time and as per industry updates.
- Student will have to submit assignments for each subject.
- Examinations carry 70% and assignments carry 30% weightage.

**Career Prospects:**
One can able to do the following roles – software developer, IT specialist, database manager/ administrator, project manager, etc. You may also explore the path of self-employment (freelance software developer, entrepreneur, consultant etc.).
Application forms and prospectus are available on payment of Rs. 500/- (For UG/PG Programme) at Chaksu and Sitapura Campus. Candidate can also download application forms from the website www.sdlju.in and filled application forms can be sent with demand draft Rs. 500/- (For UG/PG Programme) drawn in favour of “Jagannath University” payable at Jaipur. The form should reach the campuses before the last date of submission of Application form.

Interested candidates can register themselves by filling up ‘Application Form’ available at the Chaksu campus and the Sitapura Campus of the Jagan Nath University.

Application forms and prospectus are available on payment of Rs. 500/- (For UG/PG Programme) at Chaksu and Sitapura Campus.

Candidate can also Download application forms from the website www.sdlju.in and filled application forms can be sent with demand draft Rs. 500/- (For UG/PG Programme) drawn in favour of “Jagannath University” payable at Jaipur.

The form should reach the campuses before the last date of submission of Application form.
Chaksu Campus
NH-12, Chaksu bypass,
Tonk Road, Jaipur- 303901
Phone : +91-141-3020500, 3020555

Sitapura Campus
Plot No. IP- 2 & 3, Phase IV,
Sitapura Industrial Area,
Opp. Chokhi Dhani, Jaipur-302022
Phone : 0141-4071551, 4071552
Fax : +91-141-3020538
E-Mail: admission@jagannathuniversity.org

Helpline No. +91-8306695590
              +91-9001322113